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1) Discover

Welcome to the Zombie Fungus Foray, a community science
initiative that empowers everyone to participate in real life
science! Join us in the search for Ophiocordyceps, parasitic
fungi that infect many species of insects worldwide. These
particular fungi use bioactive compounds to manipulate the
behavior of their hosts, Zombifying the insects and bending
them to the fungus’ will! These secreted compounds have the
potential to contribute to the discovery of new medicines, and
it’s up to you to help us find them! This document highlights
how you can use the iNatrualist app to be a part of the pursuit
and contribute your findings to ongoing research: Simply
Discover, Record, and Contribute!

Ophiocordyceps infects many different insects; however, they
affect the behaviors of their hosts in many similar ways. These
behaviors can help you find infected insects on your hunt.

The Life Cycle of Ophiocordyceps
1) After a fungal spore has landed on a compatible host, the
fungus secretes a substance that helps it dissolve and enter
the carapace of the insect.
2) Once inside, the fungus begins to dived and grow inside
the ant, taking care to preserve the insect’s brain. It then
secretes compounds that manipulate the host’s behavior.
3) The infected insect is then made to climb nearby vegetation
and find a spot that has optimal height, temperature, and
humidity for the fungus to mature.
4) Once the fungus is ready, it causes the insect to bite down
onto the vegetation, a behavior known as the DEATH GRIP.
This anchors the insect firmly to the optimal spot for the
fungus to complete its life cycle.
5) The fungus then erupts from the back of the insect’s head
and forms a fruiting body (like a mushroom) that ejects new
spores onto more unsuspecting insects below!
Hunting Tips
Ophiocordyceps, like
most fungi, thrive in
warm, moist places. Try
looking for them in
tropical-like
environments, or during
the summer!

Time to Climb

The “Death Grip”
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Plate
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When looking for Ophiocordyceps, try searching above the ground for insects attached to the
stems or leaves of small plants, bushes, or trees at eye level.

2) Record
Data to Record
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Once you find an infected insect, its times to record some data!
The best way to record your findings is with the iNaturalist app.
Simply take a picture of the infected insect using the app and the
app will attach your GPS coordinates. You can download the app
and find the Zombie Fungus Foray project by using your phone’s
camera on the QR codes or by following the URL links below.

Picture
Date
GPS Location
Height off Ground
Temperature
Humidity
Type of Plant
Location on the Plant

iNaturalist

https://www.inaturalist.org

No Service? No Problem!
Take a picture, record your
data, and upload your data
at a later time!

You can download the app and find the
Zombie Fungus Foray project by using
your phone’s camera on these QR codes
or by following the URLs.

3) Contribute

Zombie Fungus Foray

https://www.inaturalist.org/pr
ojects/the-zombie-fungus-foray

v Now that you’ve entered your data, it’s time to collect
a sample and send in your findings for research!

Preparing a Sample
1) Prepare a small envelope by writing your
name (optional), and the data you’ve acquired
(at least the date and GPS coordinates).
2) Pinch off the leaf or stem that the insect is
attached to, without disturbing the insect, and
place the sample into a sealable plastic baggie.
3) Place the baggie in the small envelope and
mail it to the address on the next page.
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Public Access to Samples: All samples will be credited to the finder and submitted to the
USDA Agricultural Research Service: Collection of Entomopathogenic Fungi Cultures!

Other Fungi

v Chances are you will find all sorts of other fungi on
insects during your search. While this project focuses
primarily on Ophiocordyceps, please take pictures and
send in other types of entomopathogenic fungi too!

Hyperparasitism and other Fungi
Not all fungi that live on insects are
mind-altering zombie fungi. Some
are generalists that grow on all
kinds of dead material. Some fungi
can even parasitize the zombie
fungi themselves! When a parasite
is parasitized by another parasite, it
is called “Hyperparasitism”. While
the life-styles of these other fungi
are quite different than that of the
Ophiocordyceps, they too can
contribute to the discovery of new
medicines, such as antibiotics and
anti-inflammatory drugs!

Contact Info
For questions or feedback, please contact
William Beckerson or Dr. Charissa de Bekker at:
William.Beckerson@ucf.edu
WilliaMycete & CharissaB
WBeckerson & CharissaB

Address for Samples
Dr. de Bekker
Biology Department
4110 Libra Dr.
Orlando, FL 32816

The Dr. de Bekker Lab website: http://sciences.ucf.edu/biology/debekkerlab/
Image credits: Dr. Charissa de Bekker, William C Beckerson
and Scientific Reports 7: 12508 DOI:10.1038/s41598-017-12863-w
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-017-12863-w.pdf

*Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations
expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation

*This project focuses primarily
on fungal pathogens, but there
are many other types of insect
parasites as well. While our
lab will only accept fungal
pathogen samples, we
encourage using iNatrualist to
take pictures of all the other
cool parasites that you find!

